Abstract: Markup in the form of tags is often embedded into documents to describe formatting structures and other features, as in HTML on the Web. But in the humanities, the use of embedded markup for the transcription of historical documents leads to problems in the representation of overlapping features, and subjective variation in the use of different markup tags for the same features compromises interoperability of the transcriptions. "Standoff" techniques, in which the markup and the text it describes are stored separately, can help alleviate these problems. "Standoff properties" is a technique for recording textual properties that do not conform to a context-free grammar, and can freely overlap. This allows a divide-and-conquer approach to markup, whereby sets of markup properties can record different aspects of a text, which can then be recombined as needed. Despite these advantages, standoff techniques are usually considered impractical when both the underlying text and its markup are subject to change. To circumvent this problem, this paper describes a practical algorithm for updating a set of standoff markup properties separately from the text.
Introduction
Our libraries contain vast collections of often unique and valuable historical documents, created over more than 4,000 years in the history of writing. In an increasingly Web-oriented world there is a growing imperative to make these collections accessible over the Web. Just as the Web is composed of texts encoded in a single markup standard, HTML, that can be read in a variety of different browsers, humanists have long sought to develop a single XML-based standard to transcribe literary texts (print and manuscript) and historical documents (court records, letters, journals etc.) [1] . This would allow databanks like TextGrid [2] to provide a suite of programs to uniformly carry out textual analysis, searching, editing, text-to-image linking, comparison between versions, annotation across collections, and facilitate collaboration in the creation of these resources. Unfortunately, efforts to develop an interoperable format for historical texts has not yet succeeded in more than 20 years of trying [3] .
Born-analog vs born-digital
The root cause of this difficulty is the subtle difference between "born digital" and "born-analog" texts. In the borndigital case when an author encodes a property like "title" (the title of a work), he/she effectively declares that it is in fact a title. But in the "born-analog" case, when transcriptions are made of physical historical documents, what the transcriber sees as a title may be recorded in a myriad of different ways [4, 5] . Each document requires different tags to describe its content; each research purpose requires a different set of features to be recorded; each transcriber interprets the markup rules, and the document they see in front of them differently, even on different days [5, p. 302] . It is thus hard to develop sharable software, except at the most coarse-grained level, to process such texts uniformly [3] . cal documents were not constrained to be "well-formed" when written [6] . Upon conversion to a CFG-conformant markup language, features like quotations overlap with other markup divisions such as lines and verses [8, 9] . And different layers of encoding such as formatting structures and text-to-image links overlap so much that the same text must be encoded twice: once for each layer of encoding [10] . Other cases of overlap in historical texts have already been noted in Schmidt [11] .
Removing markup from the text
These problems cannot be circumvented by simply removing markup from the text, since in documents conforming to the standard TEI-XML schema [1] removing the tags will likely damage the contents. The ambiguity in XML between significant and insignificant white space [7] is often misunderstood by transcribers. Significant white space is often inserted in error when believed to be insignificant, e. g. around tags and at line-starts. Removing the tags often leaves incorrect spacing between syllables, before punctuation or in the text itself, and adjacent words may be joined up. Also the widespread practice of inserting inline alternatives such as additions and deletions in manuscripts, corrections to misspellings, expansions, variants etc. produces nonsense-text when the markup is removed [3] .
Proposed solution
The answer to all this may be to edit and store the markup and plain text separately, to be later recombined as needed, by ensuring that only coherent, readable texts are stored, facilitating their later reuse. Linguists have already embraced this "standoff" strategy for natural language parsing applications. But in spite of several attempts to encourage humanists to also adopt standoff methods for marking-up historical literary and documentary sources, embedding markup in the source transcriptions is still standard practice. This lack of adoption boils down to two perceived difficulties: 1. editing standoff encoded texts is too difficult [13, 14] , 2. standoff methods able to record overlapping structures are hard to translate into standard formats [12] .
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 surveys the background literature on the main types of standoff, and defines the terminology used in the other sections. Section 3 deals with problem 1, by describing an algorithm to update a set of "standoff properties" whenever the underlying text is changed. Due to space restrictions the solution to problem 2 is reserved for a future publication. Section 4 then draws conclusions and describes future work.
Background
The earliest reference to the use of standoff methods for recording markup appears to be in 1968, as claimed by Ted Nelson, the inventor of hypertext [15] . 
Standoff properties
A standoff property is a tuple { , , }, where is the property name such as "italics", "paragraph" etc., is the start- Standoff properties in the humanities have been proposed several times, but have not been widely adopted. Since Nelson's original formulation they have also appeared in Thaller's "extended string" model [18] , in the eLaborate editor [19] , in LMNL (layered markup notation language) [20] and CATMA [21] . Also annotation systems like Open Annotation [22] may be regarded as embracing the standoff properties approach, since the annotations are individual items, or networked with one another, not arranged hierarchically to conform to a CFG.
With standoff properties the text is freed from confusing markup tags and their potential for corruption in the form of invalid whitespace and inline variation. In the case of plain text, textual analysis or comparison between versions is greatly simplified. In contrast to markup languages like XML that embed tags in the text, standoff markup properties may overlap, and may be separated into logical sets for later recombination, or processed sep-arately. This permits a divide-and-conquer approach to reducing markup complexity.
"Legacy" XML documents, which are still widely used to encode historical documents, may be converted into a standoff markup format by use of the stripper program, as described in Section 3 below.
Standoff markup
A standoff markup tag is a tuple { , , }, where ∈ of the context-free grammar = ( , , , ), where is a set of symbols, a set of terminals, a set of productionrules and is the start symbol. Since is context-free, the production has the canonical form → , ∈ and is some concatenation of symbols and terminals but not the empty string [23, p. 13] . Similar to the markup properties case, a document ∈ ( ) may be expressed as a set of markup tags and a text . However, a significant difference is that the ranges in covered by the standoff markup tags must be strictly nested, because they are constrained by the productions of .
(The production-rule corresponds to an "element" in XML. Attributes have been omitted from the general definition above because they do not affect the result.)
The earliest specifications of standoff markup emerged in the field of natural language parsing. One of the first is described by Souter, dated "January 1993", which describes a program for splitting SGML documents into separate files "containing just tree structures" and "the corpus text", and later recombining them [24, p. 9] . Later formulations of standoff markup for linguistic applications culimated in the development of the ISO standard 24612 Linguistic Annotation Framework [25] [26] [27] .
In the commercial realm, in 1994 the Canadian company i4i extended the linguist's concept of read-only standoff markup by allowing the tags to be edited separately from text [28] . A similar method was also allegedly used by Microsoft in Office 2003 and 2007 for embedded custom XML documents. i4i then sued Microsoft and eventually won compensation of 290 million dollars [29] . The "styled textedit" function of the original Macintosh computers also used editable standoff properties in the early 1990s [30, 2-15-2-20] . What this proves is that editing documents based on standoff markup/properties is not only entirely practical but is actually big business.
Standoff markup is attractive to linguists because they are encoding documents that must remain unchanged. But when transcribing historical literary and documentary texts humanists need to be able to constantly revise both the content and the markup. So far, only commercial tools that permit this have been developed. Another drawback is that standoff markup does nothing to solve the overlap problem. Separate encodings of the same content still cannot be combined because they represent conflicting analyses, and overlap within a single markup set is still possible due to their strict hierarchical structure. The advantages are thus limited to access and reuse of the separate content, without the distorting effects of embedded markup noted in Section 1.3 above.
Nevertheless, there have been a few attempts to use standoff markup for literary and documentary texts. Berrie developed "just in time" markup to recombine markup sets with a static base text [31] . This was used for three book projects, and a few electronic editions. But it didn't prove popular because of the two problems mentioned above.
The standoff properties solution however, does not suffer from these drawbacks, and its suitability for literary and documentary texts lacks only the development of suitable applications. The next section establishes a practical method for editing documents represented via standoff properties and plain text.
Editing standoff properties
A collection of standoff markup properties is a partially ordered set . If { , } ⊂ then:
Properties with equal start-positions are thus sorted backto-front, longest first, so that bigger properties will enclose smaller ones. The order is partial because two tuples are unordered if . = . ∧ . = . . This happens frequently in e. g. XML when one element exactly encloses another. Because property-ranges may freely overlap, if and are two sets of standoff properties then = ∪ is also a set of standoff properties, once the merged set has been sorted in accordance with the above definition.
It follows from the partial order that the value of . can be replaced with . , ∀ | . = . − −1 . , 0 < < | |. . . This technique is called relative offsetting, and makes editing much easier, since any change to the relative offset of one property does not affect the relative offsets of subsequent properties [17] .
In Figure 1 , scenario A, the user commits a document consisting of a plain text and a set of markup properties to the server. Both and are computed from a document written in an embedded markup language such as Markdown, HTML or XML, which is then separated into markup and text by the "stripper" program [32] . This follows the usual client-server model of modern Webapplications. If the file name does not already exist then both components are simply stored under that name. If they do exist, let ← and ←
. This is the usual case.
However, consider scenario B in Figure 1 . If only is committed, then must be computed from , and . Similarly, in scenario C the correct new markup set 1 will result from the stripping process, but the other markup sets 2 , will be invalid, because they point to locations in the now replaced version of . Other markup sets may be required for text-to-image links, differences between one version and another, linguistic analyses etc.
This situation can be remedied by use of a difference algorithm [33, 34] . This takes the two versions of the text: the original copy downloaded from the server, and the edited copy returned for updating, and computes from them a set of differences:
is a set of additions of the form = { . , . }, where . is the length of the added text in not present in , and . 
Updating a set of markup properties
Given a set of standoff markup properties with relative offsets referring to text , and a set of edits containing the differences between and an edited version of the text , can be computed from and such that the markup properties in point to corresponding locations within and . That is, for each string described by a markup property ∈ either:
1. there is a corresponding markup property ∈ that denotes the same string as in , or 2.
is missing from , and the range of the property is entirely enclosed by a deletion in , or 3.
is present in , but has been extended or curtailed by at least one insertion ∈ or deletion ∈ .
Algorithm 1
The strategy of Algorithm 1 is based on three ideas. First, that the changes to the relative offsets between markup properties and their lengths can be processed separately. Second, since the markup properties in frequently overlap, but the edit operations in do not, Algorithm 1 iterates first through the elements of , applying them one by one to any affected markup properties. Third, for efficiency, the relative offsets are converted to absolute offsets ( , ) via a running total, not recomputed from scratch for each property.
The notation of Algorithm 1 requires some explanation. For the edit operation , . indicates its absolute offset in , . the position of its last character position in , and . , its length. For insertions . = . but . > 0.
Deletions have the same properties, but . > . ∧ . > 0.
The .
property is used to distinguish insertions from deletions.
For the markup property ,
. is the distance in characters from the start of −1 if > 0 and the distance from the start of otherwise, while . is its length. .
and
. are initially copies of these properties, but are later modified by the update function. The indices and are used to indicate the current values of the arrays and respectively. In Algorithm 1 the outermost loop is divided into three stages: in lines 7-15 properties that cannot be affected by any subsequent edit operations are written to the output array , unless they are marked as . The second step (ll. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] calls the support function adjustStart to update the relative offset of the next property +1 . The third step (ll. 32-39) uses the function adjustLength to modify the length of and possibly to delete it. So Algorithm 1 treats as a queue, gradually shunting finished properties to the output. At the end any leftover properties are copied out to finish the procedure (ll. 41-44).
Analysis
Typically, only a small number of markup properties need be considered for each iteration of the main loop -those whose ranges or relative offsets to preceding ranges overlap with the current edit operation. However, markup sets prepared by importing from XML contain all-enveloping tags such as <body>. Unfortunately this makes the performance of Algorithm 1 much less efficient. The optimising step 1 cannot be executed because all properties between the start-tag, which envelops the entire text, and the current property, must be reassessed for each edit operation. where is the average number of properties that overlap a given character in , and does not increase with the length of . In other words, the practical performance of algorithm 1 is expected to be linear.
Conclusion and future work
The development of the above practical algorithm shows that sets of simple markup properties and the text they refer to can be efficiently edited. This is particularly relevant in the case of digital transcriptions of historical documents, where overlapping features and subjective variation in traditional encoding pose problems for representational accuracy and interoperability. Standoff properties can also probably be used in other cases requiring markup to be separated from the text, as in NLP (natural language parsing) applications, although their suitability for this purpose remains unproven.
The solution to the problem of how to convert sets of "standoff properties" and plain text into more conventional forms of embedded markup, such as HTML, is also solvable. By mapping standoff property names to tags in the target language, hierarchical information of the target language can be used to determine the correct nesting of properties, and to split subordinate elements whenever properties overlap. If the property names belong to a standard metadata schema, they may also be expressed as RDFa labels embedded in HTML, enabling publication of the documents as Linked Open Data [35] . This is already implemented in the "formatter" program [32] and will be described in a future paper.
